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In his new tafsir entitled The Ascendant Quran: Realigning Man to the Divine Power Culture, Imam
Muhammad H al-Asi concludes his fresh account of the noble Qur'an by again using the best and most

accurate English translations. Also includes Hindi, Urdu, Malay. You can listen to the MP3 audio of Surah
Kahf with the beautiful recitation by Mishary Al-Alfasy. Auto-scroll feature: Press play and the ayah will

automatically be highlighted and the screen will scroll to give the correct position. Minimize audio player
for more screen space. Change audio playback speed if you want to read a little faster. Explore Tafsir by

visiting the individual ayat pages. Tap on a word or hover with mouse on desktop for word-by-word
translation of Surah Kahf. The Ascendant Quran: Realigning Man to the Divine Power Culture is the first

tafsir (exegesis) to be written directly in the English language. It is also the first tafsir to be written
specifically to reinterpret the lessons of the noble Qur'an for the needs of Muslims living in the modern

world, and particularly for those active in the contemporary Islamic movement. This sixth volume
continues with the explanation of Surah An-Nisa', going from verse 51 through 94. The Ascendant Quran:

Realigning Man to the Divine Power Culture is the first tafsir (exegesis) to be written directly in the
English language. It is also the first tafsir to be written specifically to reinterpret the lessons of the noble

Qur'an for the needs of Muslims living in the modern world, and particularly for those active in the
contemporary Islamic movement. This fifth volume ends the explanation of Surah An-Naba', going from

verse 51 through 114.
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Tafsir of Qur'an is one of the most important commentaries on Qur'an. The value of this commentary is
two fold: First, it collects all the Quranic verses and narrates them to make a dialogue with the people in
their day. Second, it takes the Qur'an along with the tradition and offer a reasoned explanation of their

meaning. Tafsir-e-Qur'an is a detailed commentary on the Qur'an by Maulana Nasir ud-din 'Ata' who
came from a line of Hujjatul Islam, the name given to the traditional Sunni scholars after the period of
time of Imam at-Tabri'i., Nasir u-d-din 'Ata, who came from the line of the great eminent Imams that

included al-Mustansir at-Tusi, Fatimid at-Tabri'i, Amir ul-Mu'mineen al-Qasim, Nasir ud-din -e -Kamali, the
Ulema, the commentators and the Ulama. Tafsir-e-Qur'an is also a commentary on the traditions of
Muhammad, as he has mentioned them in the first verse of the Qur'an itself. The traditions of the

Prophet are collected in the authentic form from different books, and they are brought together in this
work. This book does not only bring together the traditions by narrating them, but interprets them

through the Qur'an as well. The Ascendant Qur'an: Realigning Man to the Divine Power Culture is the first
tafsir to be written directly in the English language. It is also the first tafsir to be written specifically to
reinterpret the lessons of the noble Qur'an for the needs of Muslims living in the modern world, and
particularly for those active in the contemporary Islamic movement. This third volume concludes the

explanation of Surah Al Imran, going from verse 121 through 200. In particular, it addresses the
following topics: why doing charity is not obligatory upon the righteous, the friendship of the Beloved,

secret and public opposition, Islamic peoplehood and hostility toward hypocrites, and the divine wisdom
behind man-designed technologies. In addition, the book deals with the issue of economic justice which
is more central than before and recreates a more complete picture of life of the Prophet than any other

book. It shows how the partnership with the Beloved is required for each phase in the Prophet's life,
beginning with his childhood, his youth and the period of his allegiance to Al-Kasbi, his youth, the

purification (baqsh), and after his marriage until his final years. 5ec8ef588b
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